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Mentations is a freeware, powerful "desktop dashboard" for internet users. It monitors, analyzes, categorizes and reacts to all of your information. It's easy to use and can be customized to a user's needs. With Mentations, you get: A Dashboard for your busy life. Quickly check, view and organize all of your information on the internet in a simple, dynamic graph or table format. Intelligent
filtering to understand your needs and deliver appropriate information Targeted information delivery, based upon your personal interests Updates to your home page automatically. Over 100 web services to monitor, analyze and react to all of your information A personalized dashboard that can monitor and react to all your information Links to your favorite web services All major web

browsers are supported (source code, manual, and documentation available for free at: www.mentations.com) Instructions for setup and complete list of features at: Mentations is compatible with all web browsers. Mentations is a.Net 2.0 Windows application. Notes: Mentations is a beta version of the product that will be available soon. It does not replace your Internet browser. Mentations
will work in conjunction with your existing web browsers. It is not designed to be a desktop Personal Information Manager (PIM). Although there are similar applications, Mentations is designed to be a unique "dashboard" of internet information that will allow you to quickly view all of your information at a glance. Known issues: Mentations will not automatically refresh your home page

with new information every time a web service is updated. This is due to the fact that it is not designed to be a PIM. You must manually refresh your home page by opening Mentations and clicking "refresh home page". Mentations has a built-in 2-way firewall to prevent Malicious HTTP packets from your web browser from overwhelming Mentations. If you would like to disable this firewall,
edit your "Mentations options.ini" file and add the line: [LetsMentations.LetsMentations.Protection] FirewallActive = false Mentations is a freeware application, so it is completely free to use. No credit card is required. However, you are encouraged to donate to help keep the development and
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Platform: Mentations is a browser-based, personal intelligence dashboard, that will provide a dynamic, personalized, web-accessible, window into your information-packed world. - Mentations will be a bit like a powerful, personal "Intelligent Agent", which will provide you with the information you want, when you want it. - You can personalize the dashboard (as many times as you like) to
suit your needs, and define your own "Watch Lists" to keep you up to date on your primary interests. - The platform will also provide several features that were previously not available on the Internet, like: searchable, filterable, and searchable databases of over 6,000 online sources of information, and powerful, visual information-charts, displaying a myriad of dynamic categories of

information. - The platform will be able to deliver information in both traditional and dynamic information formats. - The system will initially operate via the "desktop browser", but will eventually be available on a multitude of personal electronic devices. Appropriate for: Anyone who feels overwhelmed by the deluge of information available on the Internet, and wishes to have a little more
control over their own lives, is likely to benefit from this product. - People who want to stay up to date on the information they find useful, and who want to avoid superfluous or irrelevant information, are probably the primary audience. - People who want to automate much of their "busyness" are likely to have significant uses for this product. - People who are physically handicapped, or who
are simply overwhelmed by the constant information load pushed on them by the technolgy they use daily, would appreciate the product. Delivery Method: - Mentations will initially be a browser-based application. - Mentations will use the "Web Services" technology that underlies the popular "Google" product, and as such, will be interoperable with existing Google resources. - But, in time,

Mentations will offer an API and SDK that will allow third-party developers to create applications that interface with the Mentations product. - At any point in time, the platform will be able to 77a5ca646e
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In a nutshell, Mentations is an Internet-based utility that monitors and presents to you the daily status of any number of applications, websites, services, or resources. These "feeds" of information, when combined, are the building blocks for constructing your own personalized dashboard. Most users will find Mentations extremely valuable as it monitors the status of their investments, sports
scores, weather, home maintenance needs, and world news. But in addition, Mentations will soon be capable of delivering targeted information and advice, and engaging with other users to present opportunities for collaboration. Menu Bar Home

What's New In Mentations?

Mentations is a useful and powerful Internet-enabled desktop dashboard that will monitor, analyze, categorize and react to all of your important information. For example, suppose you are an investment banker, married with two kids, and an avid hiker. You choose the "Outdoors" theme, command Mentations to feed you information on your investment portfolio, sports scores, world news,
family commitments, home maintenance needs, etc. At any time of the day, a dynamic picture will, at a glance, depict the real-time statuses of each of these categories! No more simplistic ticker-tape style feeds like you currently get on your PDA and cell phone. Those are simply pushing raw data; not much value added there! In contrast, Mentations is not just a one-way delivery system
regurgitating data, but will allow you, through simple point-and-click "meta-commands", to interact with your sources of information, enabling you to easily control these linked facets of your life. Furthermore, Mentations will eventually deliver targeted advice, opportunities, and merchandise offers based upon your interests, goals, and desires. Lastly, you'll be able to share information and
collaborate with other trusted users. Mentations finally provides the means for you to stem the information overload tide! Features: ? RSS/Atom Feeds ? Built-in Image Capture, Image Collection, and RSS Feeds ? Image Viewing from stored pictures and via web services ? Control and manage your news, weather, and other sources of information ? Categorize your information, create and
manage categorized feeds ? Self-serve, scalable, and distributed based on the size of your data ? Edit, add, and delete categories, feeds, and data ? Integrated document storage and sharing ? Contact management, managing relationships, and sharing ? Calendar integration, scheduling, and resource sharing ? Email Notifications, File Sharing and Collaboration ? Posting, Commenting, and Chat
? Monitoring, Analysis, Categorization, and Aggregation of Your Data ? Journal functionality and import/export of data ? Profile and Blogging Features ? Domain Name Management ? Collaborative editing and comments ? File sharing and hosting ?
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.10 (Yosemite) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 @ 2.93GHz or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 Storage: 5 GB available disk space Additional Notes: 1. If your first screen is the OpenInExchange Login screen, simply click the arrow to the right of "Send" to log in. You can use the same account for OpenInExchange and other apps. 2.
Please ensure that you
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